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CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY

WEEK 1

WEEK 2

Introduction to Creative Technology 

First week of class we were taught how to make wordpress, briefing about 
the study courses, making OneDrive - backup and  assessment system.

Camera 101 - Shutter Speed & Apeture

SHUTTER SPEED
Shutter Speed practice with camera nikon D7200- low shutter gives 
blurry effect.

-Shutter Speed 1.3s- -Shutter Speed 1.3s-

http://unitec.ac.nz
http://onedrive.com
http://matatabii.co.nz
http://matatabii.wordpress.com
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APERTURE
Low aperture setting gives “bokeh” effect . Bokeh is a word 
from japanese[boke], which quality of the blur produced 
in the out-of-focus parts of an image produced by a lens.

And high shutter speed makes the moving object feels like 
froze or a clear gesture of movement

CREATIVE TECHNOLOGY

-Shutter Speed 1/8000s- -Aperture f/5-

WEEK 3

Workshop 101 - Part 1

This week we were introduced about workshop, we call it barn, how 
to use the tools, safety and the machines. After that, we were divided 
into group of 2 and craft a letter from some font as practice.

http://matatabii.co.nz
http://matatabii.wordpress.com
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Workshop 101 - Part 2

Letter : ‘O’

Partner : Jason (YiHang Li)

Working with Jason to create O Letter using a foam. During the pro-
cess we choose material and make an “O” shape mold , then we stick 
it to the foam and start cutting using hot string machine/tool. After 
cut an O shape, we could use a sand paper to smoothen the edge or 
unclean-cut.

For the finishing we choose spray paint (spray can) – Red & Yellow. 
During the process we learnt that foam is a sensitive material to work 
with  since it need a certain glue for the foam itself , even an over-
spray / too wet could melt the foam. So, we decided to spray it light-
ly. Moreover, we also learnt how to clean the spray can after usage. 
cheers ^_^

http://matatabii.co.nz
http://matatabii.wordpress.com
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Photoshop 101 - Part 1

Exercise 1 – Layers, Tools & Opacity

one memory from last year?      ↓  -Vacation-  ↓

Exercise 2 – Tools, Adjustment, Layers

In class we learnt how to use ‘shape 
tools’ which have subtools such as rec-
tangle,ellipse,polygonal, and custom 
shape. and then with diverse colour and 
opacity makes the color mixed and blend 
when the layers are piling each other.

Exercise 3 – Blend Modes

On the next step we use Marquee tool (M) which has subtools we use 
in this case such as Elliptical & Rectangle marquee tools also Magic 
wand tool (W) – Quick selection tool (W) .Then we select the window 
brick, delete it and replaced it with random factory interior image. For 
the shortcut keys to change from current tools to subtools actually we 
can press and hold “Shift+(letters)”.

WEEK 4

http://matatabii.co.nz
http://matatabii.wordpress.com
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Exercise 4 – Masks

In this phase, we play with blend tools 
which located above the layers menu. 
Many variation way or option could 
be used depends on image and style 
which actually many photographers also 
use this technique for image editing.

I was trying to playing with sky, clouds, and mountain but suddenly re-
mind me of games scenery and adding a cityscape in it.

here is the VIDEO of RAW pictures slide :

For the result of practices: ↓↓

PhotoRealistic Image
1.

Photoshop 101 - Part 1



http://matatabii.co.nz
http://matatabii.wordpress.com
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The forest and cat materials are from class reference, and trying to 
make it funny by making the giant cat with recent funny meme.

here is the VIDEO of RAW pictures slide :

2.

NOHO MARAE

NOHO MARAE
WEEK 5

Photoshop 101 - Part 1



http://matatabii.co.nz
http://matatabii.wordpress.com
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In class we learnt how to do batch process , an action which is record-
ed and repeat the action for the whole image inside folder. This action 
is to make work easier and faster than doing the same thing over and 
over again, for instance people want to put watermark/ credits such as 

Masking
                   &
                         ADVANCE MASKING

Tools (shape , text) , outline, fill colour
Transform >Transform each

Direct selection tool, outline, 
opacity

STUDIO WEEK
No In Class Assignment

Adobe Illustrator 101

1.LOGO
Learning how to make ellipse > round circle and with the outline op-
tion of strokes size and color , making text. The interesting technique 
is Transform each which could make drawing/works faster especially 

2.Alignment
Direct selection tool, changing edge of edge (modify),  shapes shifting.

Photoshop 101 - Part 2

Batch Process

WEEK 6 WEEK 8

WEEK 7 



http://matatabii.co.nz
http://matatabii.wordpress.com
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3. Tracing Penguins
The function of pen tool is similiar with Photoshop . tracing the 
shapes with pen tool in new blank layer and fill color.

ASSIGNMENT - ALBUM CD COVER

5. Vector  & Compound Image
Shatter/break all compound level 
of colours into vector shapes.

Re:BLUE is the fourth Ko-
rean mini-album (seventh 
overall) by South Korean 
rock band CNBLUE. It was 
released on January 14, 
2013 with the track “I’m 
Sorry” as the promotional 
single.

4. Path Finder
Pathfinder (Unite, Intersect, Minus Front, Exclude, Divide)
Tools that might often used for making logo or vector drawing.

Pen tool

Adobe Illustrator 101

http://matatabii.co.nz
http://matatabii.wordpress.com
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INDESIGN 101

Indesign is an adobe software that could be used for designing post-
ers, brochures, magazines or books. The output is usually an Interac-
tive Pdf which could makes the readings or designs more interesting 
than usual pdf. Moreover, we can design the buttons, animations, and 
other media such as images or text with hyper link and so on.

INTERACTIVE DESIGN

IThe  Purpose of doing this class and method is to help learning how 
we can interact with other  people such as customer as fast as possi-
ble. In class we were given a “GIFT” topic to practice interact and then 
we illustrate the data we got into phone application.

*** 2. How did testing and getting feedback impact your final design?

The testing and data i got is quite important in my opinion because  in 
order to design a final piece we always need a data we got from cus-
tomers or what they want by approaching their interest. After that, 
getting feedback is always a must since it allow us to  build and main-
tain a communication with others.

WEEK 9

WEEK 10

http://matatabii.co.nz
http://matatabii.wordpress.com
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